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3. Do you want to say a word about integratingChairman
your online services with other services?1. Good afternoon and welcome to the Public (Mr Jenkins) We launched the website as a standAccounts Committee. Welcome back, Mr Crisp.
alone health information resource in December 1999You are going to reply to our questions on NHS
which complements the telephone service in terms ofDirect. Could you introduce your colleague?
access to approved websites and self-care(Mr Crisp) Yes, Mr Paul Jenkins, who is the
information. We took that a stage further thisnational project manager for NHS Direct. In the
November when we launched the first interactivelight of your annual report, he has been the national
service on the website which allows patients to mailproject manager for the last four years and this is an
into us very specific health information queries thatextremely successful project that he has managed.
they cannot find information about on the main

2. Perhaps I could start by looking at your overall website. The direction of travel will be to look at a
objectives. If you turn to page four of the range of things, maybe into the areas of clinical
Comptroller and Auditor General’s Report, you will advice that we could make available through the
see paragraph 19 there and it lays out the need for website as well as through the telephone service,
more strategic management and clearer objectives. I recognising that some people might find that medium
wanted to ask you what your key priorities for the more accessible than having to discuss particular
future development of the service are. In relation to problems over the phone.
that, perhaps I can refer you to page 23? If you look

4. Are we conceivably going to get some sort ofat page 23, you will see there is a check list there of
chat room in the future or are we going to getvarious things that might be done in paragraph 3.17.
members of the public able to access the algorithmsCould you tell us a bit about your ideas for the

future? so that they can go through the symptoms
themselves?(MrCrisp) As you appreciate, NHS Direct was set

up to provide information and advice and has been (MrJenkins) It is probably somewhere between the
piloting various approaches for the future. The one two. We already have some very simple algorithms
big issue which is in the list here is the link with the on the website which allow people to look at
out of hours GP service, so that people will ring one problems themselves and decide whether to seek help
telephone number to get access to the GP out of or not. What we may be able to do is develop a more
hours service but also to NHS Direct. That has sophisticated version of that, closer to what nurses
already been piloted very successfully and has use, but in a real time consultation with the nurse,
reduced GP workload. What you also have is a list of allowing the nurse to check the validity of what a
other processes and other ideas here. Another one patient is coming back with, and perhaps to pass out
which is on this list which has also been piloted in a a picture of a rash or other information that helps a
number of areas is the linkage with the 999 calls. patient decide what the problem might be.
With 999 calls, we can make sure we draw off into

5. Mr Crisp, I know that NHS Direct takes a veryother services people who may not need an
small proportion of the total number of nurses butemergency ambulance to take them to hospital. You
there is a fear, is there not, that it may be creamingwill also see there the one about validation of in-
off some good staff. Would you say a word about thatpatient lists. We are working with NHS Direct about

providing information on consultant waiting lists. and what you are doing to minimise this risk?
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(Mr Crisp) The total number of nurses is 1,150 into expanding capacity in the service so that we can

whole time equivalent, which is a very small deal with some of the challenges in terms of increased
proportion. Something of the order of six per cent at demand but also to improve our responsiveness. One
this stage are people who could not work in an of the things we will increasingly be able to do is if a
ordinary nursing environment and it provides a lot of particular site is busy move your call to another part
opportunity for people who cannot do lifting or of the country to ensure that you get a quicker
whatever and also part time opportunities. It is answer. They will be able to access the same
bringing people into nursing who might otherwise be information as your local site. We have also
leaving the profession. The point you are no doubt introduced standard decision support system. We are
wanting to get at that is also in this report is that as much more able to benchmark processes and shorten
NHS Direct developed we have not had a really transaction times so that we can handle more calls
strategic HR strategy to make sure that it fitted in and get to callers quicker.
with minimising any potential impact.

7. Her advice to me was to go away and take a6. Could I refer you to page 12, paragraph 2.10,
paracetamol, which is the usual advice given by thewhich deals with the time it takes you to get to speak
NHS. Can I refer you to page 16, paragraph 2.32, andto a nurse. If you look at paragraph 2.10, it seems to
the difficulty that you are having in accessing somebe a pretty impressive record. I tested this myself last
social groups such as young people and those overnight. I rang up NHS Direct at seven minutes past
65? Tell us a bit about what you are trying to do toseven. My call was answered at 12 minutes past seven
increase take-up amongst these groups.by a very polite lady. I briefly described my

(Mr Jenkins) Inevitably in the first three years ofsymptoms. I put the phone down at 7.15 and she said
a nurse would ring back. I waited an hour and a setting up the service our focus has been on building
quarter for a nurse to ring me back. I know it was in up overall awareness of the service. We do regular
the evening, but we look at things like this in reports tracking of awareness of the service which suggests
and they seem to proclaim a wonderful picture. She that over 60 per cent of people when prompted are
did ask me what my name was, what I did and how aware of NHS Direct and just under 30 per cent have
I found out about NHS Direct. I said I was doing a spontaneous awareness. We are aware that that
parliamentary inquiry the next day on it. Maybe that awareness is lower in certain sections of society and
is why it took an hour and a quarter for them to ring we are now able to bring in very tailored initiatives to
me back. When she did ring me back, it was improve awareness in those groups. That can operate
immensely impressive and I thought the way the nationally. In the next month or so we will be starting
questions were asked was far less discursive than a specific campaign targeted at young people and
talking to one’s own GP. The advice she gave was later in the year a specific campaign targeted at older
very good and useful so I congratulate you. My wife people. There is also an ongoing process at a local
rang you last year and she was told that she was going level where people go out to talk for instance to older
to be called back by the dentistry equivalent and they people’s lunch clubs, engage with religious
never rang back. It is purely anecdotal but do you communities and talk to schools. It is something that
want to say a word about how you are coming to we take very seriously. We recognise that we are in an
grips with this problem? acceptable position now but in two or three years’

(Mr Crisp) We record these timings through the time when the service has grown to its wider take-up
system. The figures here are impressive, given that we must have even awareness and take-up of the
what we are doing is not providing a simple service service in all sections of society.
over the phone. This is a more complex service than
most. We also try and measure patient satisfaction 8. Could I refer you to page 21, paragraph 3.10?
and there are very impressive records of patient That is this problem with GPs out of hours. What aresatisfaction, despite some people waiting longer than you doing to ensure that these problems will notwe would want. On some of the following pages it recur?shows the number of calls taken by a nurse. This

(Mr Crisp) There have effectively been teethingautumn, we are now able to make comparisons
problems within those schemes.between sites because we are using the same kit. We

(Mr Jenkins) One of the things that NHS Directhave also been learning as we have gone how you try
has been quite good at doing is that, although weand target your staff to anticipated workloads, but it
have 22 locally based providers that together formis quite fluctuating. We are getting a better grip on
the national service, we have a good tradition ofthat.
passing on experience from one provider to another(Mr Jenkins) It has been one of the banes of my job
so that we ensure that those who are starting newthat very often your friends and acquaintances can
schemes of integration with a GP out of hours arecome back with their very direct experience of using
advised by people who have been through thethe service, which is a very positive thing. Our call
experience. We make improvements to IT systemshandlers are trained so if you have been presenting
and other processes that take account of what wewith symptoms which were of considerable concern
have learned. We get the planning of staff andyour call will be prioritised. If you had been
capacity right more quickly than in some of thepresenting with symptoms of a classic, life
earlier schemes. What we are now building on isthreatening condition, you would not have even
much greater confidence from GP out of hoursspoken to the nurse; you would have been patched
providers and NHS Direct has a positive impact onstraight through to an ambulance. We would also
their workload. We are operating in a better climateprioritise around young children or people with

threatening conditions. We are putting a lot of effort in terms of working with our partners in that sector.
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9. One problem that worries me is that NHS Direct patients end up being offered some different sort of

treatment, rather than admission to hospital. This istakes on more and more workload. If you ring your
GP out of hours, you are put through to him part of how we communicate and manage the NHS

in a lot of different ways. You have talked about theautomatically and then, as we see in paragraph 3.11,
that would become more and more within working examples of where we provide access to GP services.

It is going to be quite widespread as a very significanthours. It is a very valuable service to people where
they can ring their GP and talk to someone they way of getting information to patients and helping

them to find the right bit of the service.know. We have already seen in recent years the
virtual elimination of GPs being prepared to go out
through the night so if you ring your GP at night you
are put on to a locum. Are we going to have a system

Mr Rendelwithin four or five years whereby if you try and ring
your GP you are not going to get through and you 12. My wife is a GP, just to declare an interest. We
will be put through to somebody you have never met are told that in the White Paper that set up NHS
before, who no doubt is very competent but you just Direct the aim was to provide easier and faster advice
do not know them? and information for people about health, illness and

(Mr Crisp) I do not think we have yet a clear the NHS so that they are better able to care for
position on what the access route to GP services will themselves and their families. Is that still the aim of
be in four or five years’ time. You have the pilots NHS Direct?
referred to here; you have also the people who are (Mr Crisp) That is the essential aim, yes.
working in primary care collaborative, which is

13. How do you measure whether you are gettingabout developing access to GP services. They are
better and whether you are enabling people to careestablishing some of their own telephone services
for themselves and their families better?within the individual primary care sites. What is most

(Mr Crisp) There is quite a developed programmeimportant is that there is the partnership between
of asking people what they think. There is aNHS Direct and local GP premises so that we can get
significant amount of talking to patients about whatpeople to the right place. In some cases, that may
they feel about the advice they are getting. You havemean that the GPs are dealing with the calls
also seen some of the evaluation studies that arethemselves; in other cases, it may mean that NHS
taking place about whether or not, as a result ofDirect are the most appropriate people to deal with
people ringing NHS Direct, they have decided to dothem.
something different from what they would have done

10. That is interesting but you have not given me beforehand.
reassurance that people are going to continue to have (Mr Jenkins) In some of the academic evaluations
the right to ring up their GP and talk to him or her. of NHS Direct, quite substantial caller surveys have

(Mr Jenkins) When the schemes of out of hours probed about “has NHS Direct helped you to deal
integration start, there are a significant number of with a problem of this kind better as a result of the
patients who, perhaps because they do not know that advice we have given?” We scored around 80 per cent
the arrangements have changed or whatever, are a bit in patient satisfaction.
bemused. They say they would like to talk to their

14. I fully appreciate that patients are satisfied anddoctor. When they say that, we will pass them
that is good news. I wonder to what extent thestraight through to the doctor’s service. Two years
patients saying they have changed what theydown the road in the more established schemes, that
otherwise would have done is realistic in the sensequestion never arises and patients are quite
that, had they gone to the GP and had the advicecomfortable. Their expectation is they will talk to a
given by NHS Direct been that they need anothernurse. If we take patients and listen to their
form of help, whether that would not have happenedexperiences, we do not have a problem. If we try and
had they gone to the GP anyway. I wonder how youforce a change that goes against what people want,
can measure whether NHS Direct has changedthen we get into difficulty.
something that would have happened anyway?

11. What NHS services do you think are going to (Mr Jenkins) Yes, that might be true in some cases
be most affected by NHS Direct in three or four but we have allowed patients to do that from the
years’ time? After all, this is now costing £99 million. comfort of their own home. We have that response to
Could that be spent better elsewhere on providing them available 24 hours a day, seven days a week
more hip operations or whatever? In that context, when they perhaps could not contact their own GP.
how do you see this developing and how is it going to We have been perhaps able to give them time and
affect the rest of the NHS? reassurance that having to wait for the answer would

(Mr Crisp) It is complementary to the rest of the have avoided.
NHS. This report brings out the fact that effectively

15. They would not necessarily have had to waityou can put together a cost analysis which suggests
for the answer if they had rung their GP. If you ringabout half its costs are met by providing a different
a GP in the middle of the day, you can sometimes getsort of service. I think it will be affecting the service
through. Equally, if you ring them at night, you mayquite significantly. I have been in contact with Surrey
get through to a locum service which could give youAmbulance Service where they now have a scheme
advice perhaps as quickly as NHS Direct.whereby doctors referring patients to local hospitals

go through the Surrey Ambulance system, which is (Mr Jenkins) In some cases that is true. The reason
why so many people have used this service is a verylinked in with NHS Direct and as a result people are

not only able to equalise pressure between hospitals strong indication that people do not perceive they are
able to get those answers in the way you suggest. Inwhere patients are referred, but also a number of
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some cases, people are getting a different answer of NHS Direct; it is also the opportunity cost that

you have lost because you have to have more agencyfrom NHS Direct than they would have got from
other options. nurses working in other areas of the NHS.

(Mr Crisp) The argument, with respect, applies to16. You said NHS Direct has given a different
our extension of coronary heart disease services, doesanswer from what they would have got from other
it not?options?

(Mr Jenkins) Sometimes people are nervous or 25. I have no doubt it applies elsewhere but if we
anxious about bothering the doctor. They leave a are to judge the value of NHS Direct we ought to be
problem longer and a lot of our life saving stories are judging it against the real cost of NHS Direct which
often people who were leaving a problem but get is not just the direct cost but also the additional cost
worried and give NHS Direct a ring and are rushed that the rest of the NHS has suffered.
to hospital or the GP is called very quickly. This is a (Mr Jenkins) One of the things that NHS Direct is
service available around the clock and there is no doing, particularly with out of hours GP services, is
stigma of being foolish if the problem turns out to be reducing some of the demands on medical
nothing. I think it is an important addition to what manpower, so we are using nurses to help manage
the NHS does. another problem in terms of manpower within the

NHS, in terms of the number of available doctors.17. How many agency staff do we currently have in
One of the interesting byproducts of the NHS Directthe NHS working in A&E departments, on average?
call centre infrastructure is that we have been able to(Mr Crisp) I do not know.
use that to deliver the NHS’s own agency staff

18. Is it in tens, hundreds, thousands, tens of service, NHS Professionals. The telephone side of
thousands? that service is now delivered from our call centres and

(Mr Crisp) There are of the order of 270 A&E using a lot of the same infrastructure and expertise.
departments. During the course of an average That is a way of reducing to the NHS the costs of
weekend, I would guess it would be more than 1,000. employing short term, temporary staff. It is a

byproduct of the fact that we have invested in19. Roughly the number of nurses working for
infrastructure for the delivery of the main NHSNHS Direct?
Direct service.(MrCrisp) Potentially, but I am giving you a pretty

rough estimate. 26. What you appear to be saying is that there are
other ways in which NHS costs have been reduced by20. Your costings presumably are on the basis of
the introduction of NHS Direct. Fine. If so, let uswhat you have to pay to the nurses in NHS Direct
include those too. What I am suggesting is we reallyitself?
ought to get the costs right and not just base(Mr Jenkins) Yes.
ourselves on what is the initial, direct cost of NHS

21. Of the ones that have come from the NHS, Direct because there may be other costs and perhaps
about 80 per cent could have been working otherwise other savings involved. If we are really to get a handle
in the NHS? on whether this is worthwhile or not, we ought to get

(Mr Jenkins) That is right. the costs right. It seems very odd that we have been
talking for years about the government needing to22. It seems to me that you are under costing the
introduce these major schemes as pilot schemes, firstreal cost to the NHS of NHS Direct in that if those
of all, and then to evaluate your pilot scheme. Whennurses were not working for NHS Direct you might
you have evaluated your pilot scheme, you take abe able to use them as NHS nurses rather than agency
decision as to whether to roll this out across thenurses who I imagine always cost you more.
country. In this case, you seem almost immediately to(Mr Crisp) You are getting into the process of
have rolled it out without anybody having a chanceplanning and priority setting which we go through in
to evaluate whether the pilot scheme was showingthe department and in terms of how you spend your
good effect or not. Why was that done?money you have to make decisions about whether

(MrCrisp) There was some evidence coming out ofyou believe that this service has done a lot of things
those pilot schemes. There were three originally.to speed up and improve care.
There was also a view taken that the early indications

23. I am not saying that it is the wrong decision to were good and that this was meeting an obvious
use the nurses in this way, but if you are going to need.
judge whether it is right to do it you have to get the

27. There was a view taken that the earlycosts right. It seems to me the overall cost to the NHS
indications were good? What evaluation was done?is not the 80 million a year but rather more than that

(Mr Crisp) The first formal evaluation beyondbecause, on top of that, you ought to be adding the
those done internally was the one referred to inextra cost of having agency nurses in A&E who you
these papers.otherwise would not have had to use.

(Mr Jenkins) We have had an ongoing programme(MrCrisp) We should not assume that these nurses
of evaluation through the rolling out of NHS Directwould go and work in A&E. You can make
and we got feedback from that at three stages duringcomparisons with nurses working in coronary and
the lifetime.heart disease or in A&E.

28. That was an evaluation of the total effect or the24. We are offering a completely new service and as
pilot schemes?a result of that we have fewer nurses available to

work in A&E departments or wherever. Therefore, (Mr Jenkins) It was looking at all aspects of the
pilot schemes, issues around take-up, popularity,we are using more agency nurses within the NHS so

the overall cost to the NHS is not just the direct cost consumer satisfaction, impact on other services and
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clinical safety. We have a growing body of evidence 32. It looks a lot until you work out seven days a

week, 24 hours a day and that works out at one callthrough the course of rolling out the service that
proves the concept and is giving valuable input into every 50 minutes; yet your target is about six and a

half minutes per call. That figure suggests a degree ofhow we roll it out. The original White Paper gave a
commitment to roll out NHS Direct. We have always under used capacity but if we go to the other end of

the table on the right hand side there you have whatbeen clear that evaluation of the service and piloting
was about the way that it was rolled out and what its I work out as being 220 calls per month, which works

out at seven calls per day. That does seem in botheventual scope could be rather than the concept. You
can argue that that might have been different, but cases to imply that, despite the good figures, there is

a tremendous under use of manpower capacity and,those were the rules of the game.
in the second case, very gross under use. Would you29. In effect, you are saying that this was yet agree with that?another government scheme that was not properly (Mr Crisp) We have to have a balance between thepiloted because the decision was taken before any availability of nurses to answer the calls and theevaluation was done that the whole thing would go number of calls coming in. There will always be someahead. That may be the right decision but it seems to down time within a system. Secondly, this is a verybe another case in which the government, having said wide variation, much wider than we want to see.it would do a pilot, in this case has not. Since we have had the same systems operating across(Mr Jenkins) It depends what you want out of the whole country, we are able to make betterpiloting. Piloting here has very strongly influenced comparisons and the extremes are narrowing, butthe way in which the service has developed. The there is still a lot of work to do to get the productivitymodel of NHS Direct as it is currently organised has up to the levels that we want.very much been influenced by a continual process of

trying piloting, learning from that experience and 33. I was interested in the left hand side and the
modifying as we go along. The concept of having right hand side, to see if we could explore any
NHS Direct or not was not piloted because that was particular reasons. The right hand is one quarter of
a decision ministers took at the outset. the workload of the left hand figure. One call every

three hours 20 minutes would suggest that there is30. Can I go on to paragraph 2.28 on page 16 something wrong at that site. You have 22 sites andwhere we learn that a number of people claim that I think you gave an answer that there are 1,150 wholethey followed the advice they were given, 97 per cent, time equivalent nurses. That works out at five fullbut quite a few did not follow the advice. What has time equivalents per site.made you say that they did not? What sort of advice
(Mr Jenkins) About 50 per site.are we talking about here? Were they advised to take

some pills and they did not or were they advised that 34. What sort of variation do you have in the total
there was nothing much wrong with them and they number of nurse full time equivalents available at
continued to think there was? What difference are we each site?
talking about here? (Mr Jenkins) It varies in full time equivalent terms

(Mr Jenkins) That has been followed through in between 30 at the smallest sites to over 100 at the
Sheffield’s evaluation. There may be a difference in busiest.
the time frame in which people take the advice.

35. Has anyone been inspired to provide you withMaybe they are told to contact their doctor in four
a piece of paper to show which the two sites were?hours and they contact the doctor in 12 hours. Also,

(Mr Jenkins) It is West London on the left handpeople’s conditions will change. They are worried at
side and Essex on the right hand side.a particular point. The advice was appropriate at that

time. They wait a couple of hours and the problem 36. What do you think would account for such an
goes away. My experience with the health pattern of incredibly wide variation?
my children shows that to be very common. In (Mr Jenkins) In terms of working out the overall
general, we find that at the point of patients number of calls per nurse, the amount of available
presenting to the service there is a high level of time on the phone is reduced by allowances for leave
appropriateness about the advice we gave. and sickness. Also, time for professional

development and training. One of the reasons why
there is so much variation in this data is that this data
effectively predates our move to a single, nationalAlan Williams
system. One of the key factors that we explored in the

31. Our witness was too polite to say so, Chairman, procurement for the system we have chosen was the
but, when you made your phone call last night and average call length those systems generated. Because
you faced that long delay, had you considered the nurses are following some set protocols, the system
possibility when you said it was for a parliamentary does affect the total transaction times. The sites on
report that they were looking for a psychiatric nurse? the right hand side of the graph historically use one
The Report reads very favourably and I am very of the latest to move over to the new decision support
impressed with it. If I ask about some figures that system and conversely on the left hand side.
may not necessarily sound too good, I hope I have

37. With the prediction being one every 55got them wrong. If we look at table 5 on page 14,
minutes, why is it that you are not able to meet yourpermitted average number of calls per full time nurse
target of replies within five minutes?per month, if we look at the first column on the left

hand side, there are nearly 900 calls per month per (Mr Jenkins) Those calls do not come in every 55
nurse. Which site is that? minutes. Probably there is one every 55 minutes in

the dead of night but you still have to have two or(Mr Jenkins) East Midlands.
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three staff on to cover that for safety and clinical 45. We are told there are certain social groups

which do not make as much use of you as they might.support reasons. At 11 o’clock on Sunday morning,
It is interesting that although once young people findwe are probably talking about 70 or 80 calls.
the availability of the service seem to use it more

38. Are there predictable peaks consistently across enthusiastically, the young and the old are two
the country? groups that seem less aware of the existence. They

(Mr Jenkins) There are predictable peaks in make up a big part of the population. Then we are
general. There are within those very dramatic surges told that in addition the ethnic minorities are less
of demand within a period. aware and that the less advantaged social groups are

less aware. This suggests an epidemic of less39. In the briefing we have from the NAO, we are awareness, does it not? What are you doing about it?told that NHS Direct is operating safely. They quote
a figure of only 29 reported cases of an event during (Mr Jenkins) The levels of awareness are lower
a call that caused physical or psychological injury to than for the general population but they are not
a patient, fewer than one for every 220,000 calls. At massively lower. We are talking of 10 or 15 per cent.
first sight, that sounds very impressive but when you The profile of how awareness of the service has built
look at the wording again it only applies to events up as a new health service is not unsurprising because
that took place during a call. What evidence do we it would follow the trend of adoption of many new
have of the safety of the advice that is given in what things in society. We are now clearer about the
happens to the patient after the call? If someone groups that we are not reaching. We are doing some
drops dead two minutes later and had been told to very specific marketing targeted at younger people
take an Aspirin, that would not be included in these and older people at the national level this year. Our

sites continue a rolling programme of contactingstatistics, would it?
voluntary groups and other local agencies to get the(Mr Jenkins) It would.
message over about the service. Particularly in

40. How? respect of older people, the awareness and take-up of
(MrJenkins) Whenever a patient has been in recent the service will significantly increase as we integrate

contact with NHS Direct and an adverse event with GP out of hours services. People who have an
happens to them afterwards, that can be anything up established relationship with their GP probably see
to 24 hours after the advice. that as a natural way of contacting help. They

contact NHS Direct and they will then hopefully41. What mechanism is there for ensuring that the perceive NHS Direct as a way of dealing with a wholequality of advice that has been given is good? range of problems.
(Mr Jenkins) We use a decision support system.

We have national review bodies that look at the
clinical content of that system to ensure that it is in

46. I am glad that you have this contract for 200line with United Kingdom best practice and those
languages and for translation facilities to begroups have input from the relevant royal colleges.
provided. I realise how difficult it must be to

42. What we are told is sites are required to report determine where to locate what. If I had more time,
adverse events to NHS Direct national advisers. I would ask you about that. Turning to paragraph
What mechanism is there to ensure that that 2.41 on page 18, it says there that interpreting

facilities have been used sparingly to date, only aboutinformation is (a) being correctly recorded and (b)
1,000 times during 3.5 million calls. That means therethat there is a follow up to ensure that something has
has only been one caller every 3,500 that has needednot happened within, say, two, three or four hours?
interpretation, which suggests that you have a veryHow is that done so that you can give us the
specific communication problem here, far morereassurance you have tried to?
difficult than getting to the young and the elderly.(Mr Jenkins) I do not think any clinical service can
How are you going to overcome the problem offind out every consequence of its actions. We use all
ethnic awareness of the service?available networks. A lot of our services are

connected to the ambulance service so they will (Mr Jenkins) It is about communication. We areprovide information from the patient’s GP, tackling a range of ways of communicating with thesometimes from a direct complaint raised by the representatives of different ethnic minority
patient themselves. communities. It is also about increasing training and

awareness amongst our staff and adapting our43. If Joe Bloggs, living alone with no family,
service to the particular needs of those communities.phones at 11.30 at night and is given advice but dies
What I would be arguing is that, while generalat 6.30 the following morning, is there any way you
awareness has grown quickly and the service iswould know of that?
popular, we may have some barriers to overcome(Mr Jenkins) If the ambulance service was called
with some sections of society who are perhapsout or his doctor was called out or if there was a
initially less happy with this method of accessingcoroner’s investigation after the event.
services. It is a process of two way communication,
us communicating what the service can offer to them44. The NAO has looked at this. Are you satisfied
but also hearing and adapting our services to thethat the situation is statistically sound?
requirements of those callers.(Dr Robertson) Yes. We have looked at the

statistics and it is a good safety record. We would not Alan Williams: I look forward to an update in a
want to say any more than is in the report which is couple of years and I wish you well.
that the system appears to be operating safely.
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(MrJenkins) We are finding that a lot of nurses willMr Gibb
probably move through NHS Direct over a period of

47. This is a great report. NHS Direct is a great two to three years. This is not a job for life. It is
idea. If you have food poisoning, it is nice to be told natural to get the very interesting and different
not to eat more food. I would not have known that. experience of giving advice on the phone and move
When I had food poisoning in my twenties, I had to on to other things. We also deliberately encourage
sit in a disease ridden waiting room for an hour to be clinical placements and rotational posts between
told that. How do you ensure that calls are not NHS Direct and face to face settings in a number of
coming from abroad? sites. A significant group of our staff are part time

(Mr Jenkins) Because it is an 0845 number, the and may well combine working within NHS Direct
arrangements bar international calls. with working in aGP’s surgery or in A&E at the same

time. The principle of not just working on the phone48. What about e-mails from abroad?
we see as a positive virtue rather than a problem.(Mr Jenkins) We require some registration

information. For instance, being able to give a 53. Paragraph 2.14 talks about a target time of
United Kingdom post code, so we make it clear that completing calls within 20 minutes, 90 per cent, and
we are only offering this service to residents of the all within 30 minutes. Is that not giving an incentive
United Kingdom. to rush calls?

(Mr Jenkins) No. That target was identified by the
49. What is the target time for calls being answered out of hours review team on the basis that the end of

by the initial handler? the call is the point at which you have definitively
(Mr Jenkins) We do not set a specific target for dealt with the issue of clinical risk. At the end of the

that. We measure people’s satisfaction with the front assessment you know if the patient is sick and needs
end of the service in terms of the number of people to be referred urgently or if the patient is able to look
who abandon their call before getting through. The after themselves or whatever.
average performance is 30 seconds. We play a

54. You do not think it will lead to an incentive tomessage at the beginning, when people get through to
terminate calls earlier?the service, explaining important information about

(Mr Jenkins) Like every target, it is the way it isconfidentiality of their information. 30 seconds after
implemented. A good call completed in 33 minutes isthat is the average performance.
much better than a hastily completed call completed

50. I also did try this today but I abandoned my in 29. We will look at this target along with all sorts
call because I thought I was not ill. You do not have of other measures of how we perform.
a system on the phone that tells you that you are

55. Finally, a slightly flippant question about thenumber 15 in the queue and your call will be ten
Consumer Association mystery shopper. You havemore seconds?
your own mystery shoppers, which is a good thing,(Mr Jenkins) We have not, largely because we take
but was this mystery shopper exercise authorised bythe view that particularly for people who are ill we
you?probably do not want to put an awful lot of

(Mr Jenkins) No. They did tell us that they wereextraneous stuff on before people get through to the
doing it, but we did not approve of the methodology.service. If we are especially busy, we will put a

message on that explains this to callers and 56. I wonder if they ought to be doing this because
it is taking up nurses’ time for their own businessencourages them to stay on if they need urgent

advice. purposes and they are not really ill. Why would you
approve these things? Would you not condemn them

51. In paragraphs 2.15 and 2.21, you are proud for doing that?
that there are not these adverse events and things are (Mr Jenkins) Clearly anybody taking an
going well. My worry is the inverse, that there might independent assessment of what we do, in a sense, if
be a tendency to be over-cautious in order to avoid it is not abused is, I think, a good thing because it is,
adverse events and therefore if that tendency in a sense, another way of getting confidence and
continues the whole service becomes irrelevant. Do issues out to the public. I think our concern about
you think there are dangers of being over-cautious? this was not the doing of the exercise but the lack of

(Mr Jenkins) I would rather be over-cautious than comparison, some of the methodology of assessing
under-cautious. We are very careful to keep the NHS Direct calls and some of the lack of comparison
quality of our advice under review. The fact that we with other services. They made very absolute
have a centralised decision support system means we statements about NHS Direct against what would
can continue to review that and modify that. If we happen to you if you contacted your GP or contacted
feel in any area that we are over referring to another service.
particular services or being particularly cautious on Mr Gibb: Thank you.
some issues, we can review the advice and modify
that. Where we are integrated with GP services gives
a very good window. If they are telling us that we are Mr Steinberg
sending them a whole lot of inappropriate referrals,

57. I am not too sure whether I have used thethat is a prompt for us to look at the system we use
service or not. In the North-East, in Durham, weand the quality of the training and performance of
have been on this out-of-hours doctors’ scheme for aour nurses.
long time now which when it was originally

52. Is there a system of returning nurses back to the introduced I did not, frankly, approve of it, I thought
front line after they have been with you for a period the doctors were just skiving and I thought if you

rang your doctor you should able to speak to yourso that they can refresh their experience?
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doctor. However, about 18 months ago I rang this (Mr Jenkins) Again, I think one of the reasons that

counts here is there have been at various times someservice up, or about a year ago—I am not sure if I got
significant variations of the business of sites.through to my out-of-hours doctor or whether I got
Certainly one of the ones on the far right is a site withthrough to the NHS Direct—and at the end of the
a very heavy volume of GP out-of-hours calls whichday I got the pain killers, so it must have worked
do present a lot of the same thing, which, of course,(MrCrisp) I wonder if it matters, actually, because
is some of those issues. One of the things we are doingthese things need to be integrated?
in the service is we can do clever things with the

58. I do not know how it works, but I should do telephone system of NHS Direct where it begins to
because I am in the target group, 55 or 56 year olds, start routing calls round the country. It looks not just
and will probably need it more in the future. in one call centre but right across the nation for who
However, I mentioned this to the Member for is available to take a call. Effectively when we have
Carlisle and he was very complimentary. He had used introduced that we should eliminate both the
it, he got a rash or something and he was told to put discrepancy and also the problem.
some cream on it. I did not go into anything further

62. You have basically answered the question I wasabout where this rash was or where he had to put the
going to ask. If you live in a certain part of thecream, but apparently it worked, so that is pretty
country do you go to a specific call centre or is it agood. One of the things that actually I loathe, and I
sort of scheme where if one call centre is busy then itthink Customs & Excise used it, was one of these
is transferred to another call centre?serviceswhere you telephone somebody and then you

(Mr Jenkins) At the moment we have set theget a recorded message where they tell you to press a
service up on the basis you get routed to a local callbutton, then another button, then another button, centre. We are to able to move calls round thethis service does not do that, does it? country to compensate for different levels of(Mr Jenkins) The only circumstances in which we business, to some extent, at the moment. The plan is

do something like that is if there is a major health that we begin to start routing the calls round the
scare, if there is something in the news, and we told country more systematically so that we can
lots of people to telephone NHS Direct about that improve access.
one issue then in terms of dealing with the increased

63. The point Mr Williams made, where one centrevolume of calls efficiently, for example, if you are
is very busy and another is not, the centre where theycalling about the infected health care worker at X
are not so busy—hospital press one, if you are ringing for general

(Mr Jenkins) That will drive some very bigadvice press two. We, and ministers, both share your
improvements in productivity because you do notloathing of that.
have nurses frantic in one part of the country where

59. Good, I am delighted about that. This was others are relatively less busy.
touched upon by another member in paragraph 2.8

64. It is a bit like the television licence call centreon page 12, where we are told that originally the
centres, when you phone you are all over the place.message was 40 seconds in length at the start of the

(Mr Jenkins) The important thing we have to getcall, therefore it does not surprise that a lot of people
right is that the nurse has access to the localput the telephone down. That is a long time to listen
information that allows them to refer people to theto somebody withering on. What was the message
right services and understand. Clearly somebodyoriginally saying?
giving advice about where to send a patient who(Mr Jenkins) The message was detailing all of the
needs help at one particular level in West London isinformation that we are legally obliged to tell people
very different from somebody in Cornwall. We haveabout the uses to which the information they give
put a lot of investment in developing thoseNHS Direct will be put. This would be one of the
information systems that allow you to get thosecases where the spirit of the service, in terms of testing
choices right wherever. What we have found is thatthings and changing them, is very true. We got some
patients do not mind where they are answered, assignificant feedback. We looked at the abandoned
long as we sort their problem out they are quitecall figures. happy being answered wherever the call lands.

60. You knew how many calls were being aborted, 65. We are told that you have cut the message from
did you? 40 seconds down to 30 seconds and this was

(Mr Jenkins) We could see an increase. We asked introduced from the end of December, so we are only
callers about this in the caller survey and we used into it. It is working, is it, not so many people are
other inferences and we talked to the data registrars putting the phone down now?
office and got agreement to change the message so (MrJenkins) It is probably a bit early to look at the
that it was shorter. information, but certainly anecdotally there has been

less negative reaction to the message.61. Right. Figure 3, I am always dubious about
going to these charts because I never know whether 66. Fine. I am very impressed with the Report, as
I understand them or not, so if I have the wrong end everyone else seems to be, I am also very sceptical
of the stick please tell me. On this particular chart it about the whole thing, I am becoming more and
shows in one of the call centres there was two per cent more conservative with a small ‘c’ as I get older. The
of calls abandoned after 30 seconds and at the far end old idea of being able to phone your doctor up still
of the graph 10 per cent of the calls were abandoned appeals to me rather than talking to somebody who
after 30 seconds. Why is there such a discrepancy you do not know, if at the end of day you get the right

advice that is the important thing. Paragraph 3.9 onbetween the sites?
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page 21 talks about the partnership with the out-of- something more serious. If it is not possible to rule it

out over the phone then they need a face-to-facehours GP service. “Over time, callers start to call
NHS Direct when they find their calls are diverted examination and consultation. You are working

through an algorithm that rules out all of the seriousthere anyway”, I think that is what happened to me,
“it is not clear what happens to callers who ring off consequences of some symptoms first and then gets

to the point where it is actually appropriate and safewhen they find their call is diverted who want to
speak only to their GP”. That is a bit like me, really, to give self-care and self-care advice. I think I would

argue that our safety record demonstrates that that isif I cannot get through to my GP, which is impossible
these days anyway even during the day to be an appropriate way of operating but it is based on if

there is an issue of doubt and if a physicalhonest—I am being facetious—what happens then,
can you follow that up? examination is necessary to establish some advice

then you must ask the patient to go and see a doctor.(Mr Jenkins) Except for a small number of doctors
who still do their own out-of-hours arrangements 70. It does not surprise me at all that advice willyour chances of speaking to your own GP out of vary from one nurse to another nurse to a caller,surgery hours is minimal. NHS Direct is merely because even though you have certain symptomssaying that instead of talking to another doctor you how you describe those symptoms can be differentare talking to a nurse first. even though the symptoms are the same and

therefore it does not surprise me that the advice can67. What about the person who demands a visit?
be different and varied. Again, that worries me.By rights you can, can you not, no doctor can refuse

(Mr Jenkins) That is why we need nurses doing thisto come out to you, is that right?
job and not just lay people at one level. If the answers(Mr Jenkins) Nor do we try and stop that. When
were crystal clear the computer system could decidepeople put a lot of pressure on us we will put the call
this for itself. The reason why we have nurses is theythrough. One of the things the doctors like about the
are able to interpret clearly what patients say aboutnurses handling this is they are very good at talking
their symptoms and they relate that to the advice thatto patients, persuading patients to do what they are
is in the computer system.advising to do and reassuring them that that is the

right course of action. It is not arbitrary, we are 71. I was also quite, I would not say worried, but I
talking about process of negotiation. was very suspicious about a thing Mr Gibb

mentioned as well, the mystery calls that were done68. Okay. The last bullet point, again, I was
by aHealth Which. I thought that it was very cheekyinterested in, says “The NHS Direct exemplar
and very rude to do something like that, as well asprogramme will reflects the fact that integration
wasting the nurses’ time. I do not believe, as theworks much more efficiently when there is a direct
Chairman did, that you can give a symptom over aelectronic transfer of calls from the out-of-hours and
telephone when you do not have those symptomsNHS Direct, and callers referred to a GP by NHS
and, therefore, I do not think you can get an accurateDirect do not have to go through a second
response. If are you not feeling ill how can you sayconsultation to confirm NHS Direct’s advice.”
that you are. How accurate is the information thatPeople do not want to have to go through the same
they got? When you do your mystery calling thoseinformation twice, has this been prevented? I have a
people will not be ill, they will be false symptoms,feeling when I did it I did have to go through the
how can you be sure that you are getting valid advice?information twice.

(Mr Jenkins) Perhaps what you will not get is some(Mr Jenkins) As we have now set up what we call
of the nuances of somebody who is anxious andthe exemplar programme, which is the latest round of
worried about a problem in a genuine sense. For ourintegration, there are direct electronic links between
mystery shopper survey we construct clinicalNHS Direct and the GP out-of-hours organisation.
scenarios and we do brief the people very clearlyIf a patient is then put through the GP out-of-hours
about what the implications of those symptoms areprovider has all of the demographic details plus all of
and how they might feel and what they might answerthe information of what the NHS Direct nurse said
if they are given supplementary questions by theto that patient.
nurse. We feel for our own purposes it is done in the

69. Being Devil’s Advocate about questioning, I right way, it is a valid tool, not the only tool. One of
find it difficult to come to terms with somebody over the best ways of evaluating the quality of what we do
the telephone telling me what to do without being is actually listening to real calls, which we have a
able to examine me. I have seen the day when you programme of doing.
would do that, where you would ring a doctor up and Mr Steinberg: Right.
they would say, “No, we are not going to give you
that, you have to come into the surgery.” Do you
think that is the right way to go about things? Do you

Mr Gardinerthink this way of actually moving is medically
correct? 72. UnlikeMr Steinberg I do not think I am getting

(Mr Crisp) I wonder if Mr Jenkins can talk you more conservative as I grow older, either with a small
through a bit of an algorithm, what the nurse does ‘c’ or large ‘C’. I just want to say I think it is an
when she talks to you. It may not be a physical excellent report. Clearly it has been a great job of
examination but it starts to answer some of the work setting it up and congratulations for that. I am
questions. delighted that it was a Labour government initiative.

My remarks where they are critical should be set in(Mr Jenkins) The whole system is predicated really
on talking a patient through the symptoms they have that context. What I would like to refer you to is

paragraphs 2.38 and 2.39, where it says, “NHSand ruling out the things that might be the sign of
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Direct has produced guidelines for sites on raising 79. If I can take you over the page now to section

2.41, where the Report says, “Estimates suggest thatawareness amongst ethnic minority communities.”
In the following 2.39 it says, Nine sites out of the 22 over 600,000 people prefer to receive medical advice

in Asian languages alone.” Just taking that figure ofhad not undertaken any initiative at the time of the
survey in June 2001. I would like to know how many Asian languages, as a percentage of the population of

England I think that works at out at about 1.5 perof those nine sites still have not followed those
guidelines? cent. The other figures that you have there, “only

about 1,000 times during 2000–01 out of a total of 3.5(Mr Jenkins) That is not information I have at my
million calls”, people did use the interpreters’fingertips. We can let you have that. What I would
facilities. I think you will find that that is 0.0285 persay is that we have communication staff at the centre
cent. If you take one as a percentage of the other thenof NHS Direct and in each site and reaching these
you are looking at only reaching 1.9 per cent of yourharder to reach groups will be the main focus of what
target population of 600,000. I think that is a prettywe ask them to do in the coming year and, I think,
appalling statistic and it shows exactly why thebeyond. It will be an area we will continue—1

mapping needs to be done, the monitoring needs to
73. I hope it will not be beyond. My next question be done and the roll out of those programmes needs

to you is, what is the deadline by which you will have to be done by December this year, would you agree?
had all of the sites implement those guidelines? (Mr Jenkins) Yes, I would agree that we need to

(Mr Jenkins) That must be in the course of this reach more of those communities. Can I add a
year. further point, we clearly can look at a number of the

different media that we deliver NHS Direct through.74. By December of this year all sites will have
We already have audio content on the NHS Directrolled out those guidelines in full?
website in a range of languages and we are looking to(Mr Jenkins) That is right.
considerably expand that content again during the

75. Thank you very much. Can you tell me what course of this year.
mapping has taken place in relation to the ethnicity
of the local communities that each of the sites serve 80. I note what the Report says about those
and what the proportion of the calls received has contracts and I was delighted to see that that was in
been? place. If I can switch tack now and refer you, again,

(Mr Jenkins) There are two things that we are to Figure 5, just to ask you, what peak-flow
about to do here, first of all we have successfully management you have in place? This is relating to the
piloted in one site in London a routine programme of remarks that my colleague Mr Williams asked.
ethnic monitoring of callers, which will be rolled out (Mr Jenkins) We have a range of things. First of
to all sites. This is not just for ethnic minority groups, all, we have a routine programme of looking to
we are also looking at a whole range of things. Now forecast the amount of traffic that will come into
we have everyone operating on one call system and NHS Direct and doing our best to roster staff
have comparable data we will be looking to do some accurately against that we are in the process of
systematic work about mapping, patterns of usage investing in a more sophisticated computer-based
onwards or smaller units of geography so that we can capacity forecasting and rostering system that will
look at things like social deprivation, areas where make that a lot more sensitive and allow us to mull
there is a large ethnic minority population and look round the variations in calls. The system that I
at why patterns of usage may be different in described earlier about being able to route calls to the
different places. next available person will also be very powerful in

busy times, just being able to shave off the marginal76. What you are saying to me is that no mapping
seconds here and there in terms of making the bestwork so far has been carried out?
use of staff. The other things we would been looking(MrJenkins) Not on those criteria because we have
to do, which are now a lot easier that we are allnot had the basis for that information. We have
operating on one support system, is we are can doclearly looked at bigger divisions, age and other
some very detailed analysis of our processes andcriteria.
look, particularly where they are supported by IT, to

77. I am simply focussing on ethnicity here. see if you, for instance, gave a drop down menu
instead of having to get the nurse to type something,(Mr Jenkins) That is information we will have this
would that shave 30 seconds off the call. The beautyyear and this mapping will happen.
about this is if you multiply that across millions of

78. That mapping will happen by December this calls then you have large savings in efficiency.
year?

(Mr Jenkins) Yes, indeed. 81. Specifically, you will know, that the electricity
web predicts its surge times, its peak times very much

1Note by witness: At the latest review of local communications in line with television schedules. I wonder if have you
activity, 22 January 2002, five of the nine sites had noticed any particular surge after Casualty.
implemented the guidelines on raising awareness amongst

(Mr Jenkins) Yes. Not necessarily after Casualty.ethnic minority communities. The remaining sites have plans
Mr Gardiner: Hypochondriac times.in place to implement the guidelines fully this year. We have

an ongoing commitment to review progress. In order to Chairman: Or after PAC hearings!
ensure sites implement these guidelines, we request monthly (Mr Jenkins) Anecdotally during the World Cupcommunications activity plans from the sites and also

there was a noticeable surge of calls after particularconduct fortnightly teleconferences with the communication
leads in order to monitor progress. games had finished or before they started.
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clinical safety, access, impact on the rest of the NHSMr Gardiner
fitted together so that both staff and the senior82. Right. Trying to make the same point a bit management of the service had a clearer idea of howmore seriously, can you tell us what profiling has things fitted together. The other point I would echobeen done to predict with real specificity the peak is that this is very much the time to say these are thetimes that you anticipate? priorities for NHS Direct, certainly in terms of what(Mr Jenkins) There are two things. In a very is delivered consistently as a national service. I thinkgeneral way there is quite an established pattern of it is noticeable that instead of NHS announcementsdemand. The evenings during the week, the weekends being made as an announcement in NHS Direct theyof the week and the mornings of the rest of the are now imbedded in wider strategy documents, likeweekend days are our busiest times. On bank the one that was published last October roundholidays we are usually one or two times busier than reforming emergency care, saying how will NHSwe are on a normal day. This new more sophisticated Direct play a role in our attempts to reform widersystem for forecasting and rostering will allow us to access to emergency care or as part of a widertake that down from hours to minutes. The other strategy or the provision of the GP out-of-hoursthing that has a big influence on demand is illness. We services. That is exactly right, not to see NHS Directinvested in a programme of tracking symptoms, like as an end in itself, but to see it as an agent for widerflu-like symptoms, that will have an impact on our change within the Health Service.demand but will also have an impact on the rest of the

NHS. We feed NHS Direct’s data about flu 84. Thank you for that.On paragraph 3.17 on page
symptoms as one of the variety of indicators that help 23 there is a whole lists of local initiatives NHS Direct
the rest of the NHS decide what pressures there will sites have undertaken. I wonder if I can go through
be during the winter. This winter we were very each one, I will skip the patient waiting list, because
accurately able to understand what sort of Christmas I have a bee in my bonnet about that, and I will go on
period we were going to have two or three weeks to number two, which is, “reminding patients about
beforehand in terms of the way that that flu indicator out-patient clinic appointments in the North West”,
was going. which is an area I represent. That is a great idea. We

Mr Gardiner: Thank you very much. know that that it is a big problem if people do not
turn up for operations and appointments. Is that
really something that NHS Direct should be doing?

(Mr Jenkins) It is going back to saying that if youMr Osborne
have a call centre infrastructure there are lots of83. Like other members of the committee can I things you are can deliver from that infrastructure. Ifcongratulate you on the way this has been you recognise the profile of our demand we have toimplemented. I hope people throughout the NHS equip our call centres to deal with the Sundayand indeed other public services can introduce this morning surge of calls, which means on Tuesdaybecause it has obviously been extremely efficient. mornings there are a significant number of spareLike everyone else can I put my comments now in desks and spare computers that can be used to deliverthat context. I am a little bit concerned that the NHS some of these other services. Instead of hospitalsDirect, as I understand from this Report, emerged having to set up their own call centres, their ownout of the Chief Medical Officer’s Report into facilities, there is already an infrastructure andemergency services as a way of alleviating pressure expertise to deliver that kind of service.on emergency services but that that clear role has

become much more profuse. I wonder if you would 85. Another one, “Working with social services to
comment on the workshop that the NAO organises, provide robust support to child protection
this is paragraph 1.32 on page 9, of NHS Direct staff. initiatives”. Can you tell me something about that?
One of the things they found was that this workshop, (Mr Jenkins) Again, there are a there number of
the people who work in the service, found the services that we have done working with social
objectives lack clarity and measurability and leave services, again using the infrastructure that is
some uncertainty about the role of NHS Direct. They available to us. One thing to highlight as well is on a
make explicit reference to NHS Direct and a wider national level we have been working with the setting
NHS, and so on, could you say something about up of the new Care Direct service which is designed
that? to provide a range of information and advice to older

(Mr Crisp) Let me make one comment. This is an people round the spectrum of issues that concern that
exact reflection of the fact there are a lot of population. Instead of re-inventing the wheel those
possibilities here and we are starting to explore a calls are initially routed to NHS Direct call centres,
number of different issues. This NAO Report very answered as Care Direct but by NHS Direct staff
accurately reflects the fact that we are now at a point with the appropriate training. I think there are two
where we need to make a number of significant benefits to the wider public good there, one, is we are
strategic decisions about where we go from now, making good use of existing infrastructure but,
having established the basic service. secondly, an opportunity to actually create a

(MrJenkins) Two things, one very direct follow-on seamless way into health and social care problems.
from that workshop was a programme of workwhich As we all know for older people in particular health
we have nearly completed to develop a more and social issues are often confused.
comprehensive performance, measurement and

86. These are all very good things. My concern ismanagement framework within NHS Direct, which
that the Permanent Secretary, Mr Crisp, is going towas an attempt to understand responsibilities at
start saying, we are great, we have this giantdifferent levels of the organisation but also the

varying things that NHS are responsible for, like switchboard for the NHS, and your service is going
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to lose the focus of its original function because everything, to make contacts and build relationships

with every other part of the system within a shortobviously the Permanent Secretary will be looking
for efficiency savings. Perhaps I can ask both of you period of time. I am now confident that that

relationship is getting much more well-establishedwhether you think that is a risk. Mr Jenkins first.
and people are seeing NHS Direct as an established(MrJenkins) I think the answer to it is that we have
bit of the furniture and understanding what it canto have a very clear remit about what we provide as
offer. It is something we continue to need to work on.a core service, people contacting NHS Direct. I

think, as we have tried to say today, that is about 89. Are you going to hit your March 2002 target of
people who contact us on the 0845 number, the integrating with providers of out-of-hours services
integration, the GP service link with ambulances and covering ten million people?
other emergency care services. We must not do (Mr Jenkins) Yes.anything else that compromises the quality or

90. You have only got a month. Is that theefficiency of that core service if there is the
beginning of March or the end of March?infrastructure and expertise available to do other

things, particularly things you may want to do in one (Mr Jenkins) Those plans are in hand. It may be
that some of them, because of the timing of Easterplace and not do in another place. They are not so

much a priority as long as we have some clear rules this year, happen just the other side of Easter which
is on the cusp of March and April, but yes, in essence.of how that is organised and clear ways of managing

poor service. I think that is going to be a good 91. What about the integration with emergencyinvestment for the NHS. services which, as I said at the beginning, was the(Mr Crisp) Can I make two points. These are original inspiration for this.questions, as you can imagine, that within the (Mr Jenkins) We already handle advice calls to amanagement process we also ask. Firstly, the point significant number of hospitals and some of thesehere about getting absolutely clear what the strategy schemes have been evaluated and it suggests that itis right at this point. We need to have a core business saves two whole-time equivalent nurses in thoseand let us be clear how else we are using it. Then the A&E departments, who are now seeing patientsquestion I have asked about NHS Direct is how big rather than answering the phone. We are keen tocan it get? What is the scalability? What size can we encourage that service in particular to become, if notgrow it? It is already the largest such service in the the norm, the case in a large number of hospitals. Oneworld, having grown from nothing to 120,000 calls a of the other ways that we are looking to integrate isweek. We have now got a strategy for expansion through the decision support computer system thatwhich allows us to see how much their capacity we has been purchased for NHS Direct, which is alreadythink we can handle within our current being piloted in a number of face-to-face settings. Ifinfrastructure. We are having some decisions about the principle of this (which is that it helps you makewhat that is so when we look at the bigger strategy safe, consistent clinical decisions) works in telephonepicture, if there is some spare capacity here, we can advice, it could equally work elsewhere. We have adecide what we should use it for. commitment to pilot the system in 25 A&E
87. You are not going to allow Mr Jenkins’ departments. We also have pilots in walk-in centres

excellent operation to be turned into a giant switch- and in one primary care trust in GPs’ surgeries. NHS
board for hospitals reminding people about Direct can integrate with emergency services not only
operations and so on? by doing their work but also by exporting some of its

techniques and approaches to other settings where(Mr Crisp) We need to have value-added services.
they are likely to have benefit.Which are the things that will work? I think this out-

of-hours issue and the very clear evidence that is 92. If I can in the last couple of minutes availablecoming through that it is reducing GPs’ workload is to me pick up on something that Mr Gibb was askinga very important benefit to the NHS. Let’s get a cost- about which was about the rotation of staff throughbenefit approach here. This takes us back to some of NHS Direct working in the local NHS. You said thatthe earlier discussion about the waiting times, the it was a good idea and the sort of thing you tried topoints the Chairman introduced, let’s not let these encourage. It is not something you require, is it, yet?standards slip by turning ourselves into something Is there a danger that people who just work on thedifferent that we cannot do. phone and do not go into hospitals regularly will lose
their clinical experience or lose their hands-on feel for88. A related issue, obviously if there is a confusion

within the rest of the Health Service about the role of health issues?
NHS Direct, that might impair good relations (Mr Jenkins) I do not think we feel that in any
between NHS Direct and local services. One of the absolute sense. There is no evidence that those who
disappointing things in the Report, I am looking here have worked on the phones for two or three years in
at paragraph 3.5, page 19, is where it says: “NHS some of the more well-established sites are any worse
Direct has to date only reached its desired state of than people—we are talking in all cases here about
integrated service delivery with a few health care people who have got a significant amount of previous
providers in a few locations.” In other words, the experience of working in a range of settings. One of
integration with local health care providers is not the things we also find about the call centres is that
quite as it should be. Do you see that as a problem they are quite a powerful school in a way. You are
that you are working on? bringing together nurses from a very wide range of

backgrounds, mental health nurses, A&E nurses,(Mr Jenkins) I would see it as a problem if it
continued to be the case. I think as the new kid on the primary care nurses, people who in the normal course

of work would not interact with each other. I thinkblock it is very hard, especially when you are a service
like NHS Direct that sits in the middle of virtually they have a great opportunity to learn from each
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other. If you go into one of our call centres you will the incompatibility of information technology”.

What is being done to remedy this? What is thesee a lot of informal consultation about particular
calls between people from different nursing timescale? In other parts of the public services this

has been a serious problem such as the Police, I amdisciplines.
told.93. One of the things—it may have changed—that

(Mr Jenkins) Effectively, the problem has beennurses said to me a couple of years ago was that the
cracked in that for the range of site integrationsNHS in general has not been a terribly good family-
rolled out this autumn we now have a standard wayfriendly employer, to use the jargon. Mothers who
of communicating between our decision supportwant to work part time have not always found it easy
system and the IT systems that GP out-of hoursto come back as a nurse. Are you setting an example
providers use. There are still some small issues aboutto the rest of NHS about being a family-friendly
ironing that out, but in essence that is a question ofemployer?
fixing rather than new development.(Mr Jenkins) I would hope so. There are things

that we are uniquely able to offer because we are able 96. If, as we know, there is a message read to you,
how will this work when NHS Direct calls areto offer work at all times of the day and night and can

mould that around people’s particular brought together with 999 calls? You do not want to
delay people with a message.circumstances. So I think there are a lot of people

who work for us who choose particular types of shifts (Mr Jenkins) If we are taking a call that has come
because that fits into family commitments. One in on 999 there is an exemption of the confidentiality
constraint on the service which we have to be up front message or any other kind of message; they will get
up about is that because our demand is very skewed straight through.
towards the out-of-hours period, we do need a lot of 97. Arising from Mr Williams’ example of the man
staff to work at the weekends and evening periods. living alone who calls at 11.30 and is given advice and
You cannot compromise on that because that is dies the next morning, I do not understand how the
when the callers and the public need us. information gets back. If you are given wrong advice

(Mr Crisp) I think NHS Direct exemplifies quite a by a GP, if you go to your GP with a lump and he says
lot of things about how we need to change the NHS. it is nothing, immediately the family starts realising
The use of technology, the flexibility, the getting there is something wrong. I do not see how you
directly to people, and the notion that people will correlate this information. You mention that you get
ring you back seem to be very important points. On all the information back from the information
this other point about flexibility of bringing staff in, service. This chap is not going to complain. Unless
in fact, there are a number of people working in NHS families actually complain that the advice was
Direct centres who would not be able to work in wrong, how do you know about it?
other sorts of centres in the NHS as nurses and bring (Mr Jenkins) If anybody—family, GP—picks up
their experience to play. There are a lot of lessons that the person has been in contact with NHS Direct
that we can learn about how you do something like (without any implication that the advice was wrong
this and make really quite substantial change. or right) and raises that with them, we will track that

down and will treat that as a potential adverse event.
(Mr Crisp) In that particular case maybe oneChairman

would never know that he had rung NHS Direct,
94. Thank you very much. There are a few which is no doubt why he chose it.

questions coming from Members. The 0845 number Chairman: I just wanted to thank you and
is charged at local rates. Does the NHS receive any perhaps, as we are being broadcast, we should
income from this number? If yes, how much? If not, ourselves publicise the number of this excellent
why not? service—0845 4647. Certainly, as I have said, I have

(Mr Jenkins) We do not. Because an 0845 number personally found them very helpful indeed. May I
is a way of balancing between local call charges and thank you for the way you have given your evidence.
trunk call charges, we have to pay a premium to use We expect that from the Permanent Secretary
that number, although because of our volumes at a However, I hope I speak for my Committee when I
considerable discount to other users. say, Mr Jenkins, how particularly impressive we have

found your performance. You are knowledgeable,95. Thank you for that. In the brief provided to us
competent, articulate and open with us. That is veryhelpfully by the C&AG, it tells us: “Early experience
impressive. Perhaps it comes from being in charge ofhas shown that integration of NHS Direct with
the project for five years and perhaps the rest ofproviders of GP services outside normal working
Whitehall will take note. Thank you very much.hours is already yielding reductions in workload for

GPs. There have, however, been some teething
problems in achieving integrated working, including
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